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FIG. 3. Ferroelectric-semiconductor Curie point vs. con-
centration c of acceptors (0.005 eV from the band boundary,
Δ = 0.1 eV) at T = 1.02 (1), 1.05 (2), and 1.1 (3).

studied. t E 4 ] This effect may be particularly distinct in
semiconductors.E 5 1

Figure 3 shows curves of Tc plotted against acceptor
concentration at various τ. Impurities also influence
the shape of the temperature curves of the lattice dis-
tortion and the soft-mode frequency. If the impurity
concentration is high enough to form an impurity band,
its vibronic mixing with the base band may also result
in ferroelectric ordering. A theory of ferroelectric
BaLjS^TiOs solid solutions was developed in1 2 6 3 on the
basis of the vibronic theory.

In sum, we may state that the vibronic theory ex-
plains the basic laws known for ferroelectrics with dis-
placement-type transitions from consistent premises.

A dynamic theory that is ideologically quite similar
to the vibronic theory has also been developed for fer-
roelectrics with hydrogen bands; it is based on proton-
phonon, proton-proton, and phonon-phonon interac-
tions. [ 2 7 · 2 β ]

There is now an urgent need to study the relation of
ferroelectricity (and of structural transitions in gener-
al) to various kinds of electronic ordering, e. g.,
superconductivity. The vibronic theory evidently opens
new prospects in this area.
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G. G. Liid'ya. Decay of Triplet-State Luminescence
of the Autolocalized Exciton (X|" Quasimolecule) of Al-
kali Halide Crystals in a Magnetic Field. The excited
quasimolecule X2', where X = I, Br, Cl, or F, appears
in alkali halide crystals (AHC) either on relaxation of
an exciton or as a result of recombination of an elec-
tron with a Vk center. Kabler established in c l ] that the
broad (~0.4 eV) longwave band in the luminescence of
pure AHC is emitted by quasimolecules from the triplet
state 3Σ^. The 3Σ*-> ΧΣ* transition is allowed by virtue
of an admixture of the singlet 'Π,,, which is governed by
spin-orbital interaction. In a Dih local symmetry field,
the triplet splits into a pair of nearly degenerate radi-
ative levels 6 (2S2B, B3U) and a metastable level a (Au).
We have established that the quenching of luminescence

at low temperatures consists of two exponential com-
ponents, [ 2 ] study of whose temperature dependence'31

made it possible to determine the probabilities of the
radiative transitions pbg and/>w to the ground state g,
the probabilities of nonradiative transitions pba and
pab between the components of the triplet, and the ener-
gy splitting Eal>. At low temperatures, kT~ Eab, the
nonradiative transitions are single-phonon and pba

=po(,l+n), pab = 2pz#i, wheren = [exp(£1 I i >AT)-ll-1.
Table I gives certain parameters for KI and KBr.

The magnetic field Η mixes the components of the
triplet and shifts the corresponding levels. The elec-
tron transition probabilities change, and this is re-
flected in the luminescence kinetics, which was studied
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TABLE

Crystal

KI
KBr

1.

>*>

7.
0.

S, °K

9
35

"be

0.88
1.27

sec"'

-106
• 10»

sec"1

0»
• Ι Ο '

Po.

0.98
7

sec '

•10«
• 102

by Kabler"·8 3 and by this author. t 9 ' 1 0 : The change in
the radiative-transition probability reduces to mixing
of wave functions (the change in the transition energy
&.Ebg

agv.BH«Ebt makes practically no contribution).
The change in the probabilities of the radiative transi-
tions reduces to two effects: 1) shifting of levels,
which is taken into account by the factor Pu~ E3

u(l + n),
and 2) a change in the nature of the electron-vibrational
interaction. t 9 ' 1 0 ] Usually, only the former effect is
taken into account (see, for example,C7f83).

In the case of KI, where single-phonon nonradiative
transitions predominate at 4.2 °K \kT <Eab), the latter
effect asserts itself in the decay kinetics. At Η = 0,
the transitions Ax" Biu, B3u are induced by the vibra-
tions BZg and B3g, and the fully symmetric Ag vibra-
tions, which are characterized by a large coupling
constant, do not contribute top 0 . When ΗΦ0, the Ae

vibrations result in a rapid increase in the probabili-
ties of nonradiative transitions between the components
of the triplet, which contain parts of identical symmetry
that appear and increase with the magnetic field.
Curve 3 in Fig. 1, which approximates the experi-
mental Η-dependence of the decay time of the long
luminescence component in KI, merges smoothly with
curve 1, which was calculated without consideration of
effect 2), into curve 2, which was calculated for the
thermal-equilibrium (pab, pba»pv, pbt). The only
parameter determined from experiment (the difference
of the diagonal elements of the perturbation matrix
(^Eij/dQlj)Qij, where Qtj is the local coordinate of the
vibration) give a good description of the decay of the
two components and the various orientations of the
field. [ 1 0 ]

In the case of KBr, where Eab/k =0. 35 °K and multi-
phonon transitions predominate even at 2 °K, the decay

O.I
40 H,KG

FIG. 1. Decay time of triplet luminescence in KI vs. mag-
netic field intensity ΗII [001] at 4.2°K. The plotted points
represent experiment for the slow damping component. The
significance of the theoretical curves (1—3) is explained in the
text. The splitting of the 3Σ* term for l|~ molecules whose
axes form 45° angles to Η is indicated in the upper-left corner.

in the magnetic field is described on the basis of the
simple theory (effect 2) is not taken into account).1101
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Ε. Τ. Lippmaa. High-Resolution Magnetic Reso-
nance of Rare Nuclei in Solids. Recent years have seen
rapid development of various high-resolution magnetic
resonance methods in solids, for the most part on
abundant (!Η, 19F) and rare (13C, 29Si) nuclei. In the
absence of fast molecular motion, the classical nuclear
induction methods give only unresolved structures in
which the natural line width is usually many times
greater than the entire range of chemical shifts of the
nucleus under study, while the very long spin-lattice
relaxation times result in a sharp decrease in the sig-
nal/noise ratio.

By combining such characteristic methods of modern
molecular spectroscopy as the use of the nonlinear
effects that arise under the influence of strong coherent
perturbing electromagnetic fields, parametric modula-

tion, and mini-computer storage and transformation of
the entire information-carrying signal, it becomes
possible to register high-resolution spectra from solid
samples and even to separate lines that overlap prac-
tically completely. Figure 1 shows 13C spectra of a
solid polycarbonate polymer (Lexan). The spectrum of
Fig. la was recorded under monoresonance conditions
by Fourier transformation of the signal of free nuclear
magnetization precession in the x, y-plane after its
extraction by a resonant Hj3C radio-frequency pulse
from the equilibrium state along the ζ axis. This spec-
trum consists of a superposition of seven lines of very
low intensity, the intrinsic width of each of them ex-
ceeding the width of the entire spectrum, while the en-
tire visible "structure" is due solely to spectrometer
thermal noise. The spectrum of Fig. lb was recorded
by the same procedure, but with decoupling of the 13C
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